**30" Tommy Transporter Dual Belt (base price)**

**Part Number:** E-C-DB-201  
**Description:** 30" Tommy Transporter Dual Belt (base price)  
**Site Map:** Tommy Store > In the Tunnel > Conveyor Systems > Tommy Transporter Dual Belt Conveyors  
**Price:** $16,000.00

**Detailed Description**

The 30" **Tommy Transporter™ Dual Belt Conveyor** system replaces old chain and roller systems and is safer, easier to use, and easier to care for. Take control of the vehicles passing through your wash and safely carry them down the wash tunnel. The Tommy Transporter™ drastically reduces the difficulty of customer loading, allowing your entrance to operate with less oversight and overhead, and minimizes the likelihood of accidental damage. This low stress loading system, without correlators or rollers, is far more comfortable for returning users and requires less overall maintenance as well.

The dual belt conveyor is equipped with two 30" wide sections of flat belt conveyor, with a 2’ gap for pit in between. Flat belt conveyor tops are stainless steel, constructed with steel framework below. Conveyor is available with 1” or 2” flights, or without flights.

Click the “Video” tab to see this car wash conveyor system in action. Total conveyor belt price will include base (this item) + per foot cost. VFD system sold separately.

**Specifications**

- Base Price for 30" Dual Belt Conveyor  
- Includes Take-Up and Drive sections  
- Includes rinse manifolds for vehicle underbody  
- 95’ length or less - 10 hp  
- 100’-120’ length - 15 hp  
- 120’ length and up - 20 hp

See Manufacturer's Brochure

**Features**

- No correlators  
- No guide rails  
- Easy vehicle loading  
- Wide, low profile belt design accommodates dually trucks as well as low-ride cars without difficulty

**Installation**